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Use of Controlled 
Vocabularies









 “What’s their address?”
                             “1428 Elm St.”




“GET THE ONE WITH…”
➢ Righteous girl + bodacious dude
➢ Light beams flying everywhere





✓ Righteous girl + bodacious dude
✓ light beams flying everywhere
✓ The one with the “Force”
BACK AT THE HOUSE…
http://static.guim.co.uk/sys-images/Film/Pix/pictures/2010/2/24/1267010697702/Winona-Ryder-Kim-Walker-L-001.jpg
A Tale of Two Elm Streets










At least, you have
MEGAFORCE
✓ Righteous girl + bodacious dude
✓ light beams flying everywhere





        no results = ambiguous address
MEGA FORCE 
        got results, not what was expected
BETAMAX
        results weren’t useful
WHAT HAPPENED, DUDE?
Findability and Accessibility has 
greatly improved.
Scaling interoperation is difficult
Without progress, ocean data 
risks being siloed
F.A.I.R.
What does interoperation require?
AGREEMENT
Of Concepts & Computers Referents MUST 
pass through Concepts
Computers can only 
exchange symbols
People use context to 
derive the correct 
meaning
Ogden, C. K., & Richards, I. A. (1923) The Meaning of Meaning McReary (2006) Patterns of Semantic Integration CC BY 2.5
SEARCH: “COASTAL BEEF”
http://www.leftcoastgrassfed.com/











McReary (2006) Patterns of Semantic Integration CC BY 2.5
Without a “data dictionary” it’s difficult 
to know that meaning of the data 
elements is.
Tags appear in patterns, but meaning 




McReary (2006) Patterns of Semantic Integration CC BY 2.5
Machines can detect if two 




McReary (2006) Patterns of Semantic Integration CC BY 2.5
Machines can detect if two 









Data on the Web 
Best Practices
Making ocean data agreeable (with each other)?












● A list of terms and definitions identified by URIs
● Some governance model for ensuring consistency
● Defined in relation to each other
https://tw.rpi.edu/weblog/tag/ontology-spectrum/
Making ocean data agreeable (with each other)?
Recommendation Solution Where is the Solution?
Identify datasets with a 
persistent URI.
DOIs Data Repository*












1. We need AGREEMENT about 
dataset contents.
2. Agreements materialized as 
symbols (URIs) for computers.
Questions?
EXTRA SLIDES




○ Clarity and Precision
○ Completeness
○ Encoding Format (HTML v. Excel/CSV v. RDF/OWL) 
● Community Adoption
Graybeal (2001). https://marinemetadata.tamucc.edu/guides/vocabs/cvchooseimplement/cvchoosing
Works now, 
today...even 
for Datasets
